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**A B S T R A C T**

Balancing of production systems is one of the main lean manufacturing principles as it reduces in-process storage and related forms of waste. A dynamic systems approach is proposed to investigate challenges of implementing production leveling and associated costs. A lean cell producing at takt time is modeled using system dynamics. The model captures various lean tools influencing production leveling and their implications. Comparative cost analysis between various leveling implementation policies for stochastic demand with multiple products is conducted. Results showed that determining the most feasible leveling policy is highly dictated by both the cost and limitations of capacity scalability. In addition, delivery sequence plans of different products/parts needed to achieve mix leveling and lot sizes affect the feasible production leveling policy while implementing lean principles. The developed model and insights gained from the results can help lean manufacturing practitioners to better decide when and how to implement production leveling as well as determine both production lots sizes and sequence. They also emphasize the importance of cost analysis as assisting decision support tool in the trade-off required between the benefits of different levels of lean policies and their associated cost.

1. Introduction

Global competition, uncertain demand environment and higher consumer expectations are among many drivers for companies to adopt lean manufacturing principles and tools. Lean principle can be characterized in short by “doing more with less”. This lean philosophy focuses on the elimination of waste and excess from the tactical product flows and represents an improvement and sometimes an alternative model to that of capital-intensive mass production with its large batch sizes, dedicated assets and hidden wastes. Lean manufacturing offers a wide set of lean mechanisms and tools to achieve these goals. They include, but are not limited to, kanban pulling cards, SMED (single minute exchange of dies), TPM (total productive maintenance), kaizen (continuous improvement) and Poke-yoke (mistake proofing). Successful implementation of these tools and principles would result in manufacturing systems characterized by having high-velocity order-to-delivery and flexible processes which improve the overall business performance.

Efficient production leveling in terms of volume and mix to eliminate over-production, is among the fundamental targets of lean manufacturing where over-production means producing more, sooner or faster than is required by the next process [1]. Over-production causes additional handling, inspecting, counting and storing costs of those not yet needed products. In addition, with over-production, defects remain hidden in the inventory queues until the downstream process finally uses the parts and quality issues are discovered. Heijunka is the Japanese term for load or production leveling which is the lean manufacturing strategy employed to eliminate over-production. Leveled production attains capacity balance and synchronization of all production operations over time in a manner that precisely and flexibly matches customer demand for the system’s products. Ideally, this means producing every product in every shift in quantities equal to demand after smoothing out high frequency random components. Manufacturing processes should be operated at the takt time to achieve level production. The takt time is the target production frequency, based on the rate of sales, to meet customer requirements. Takt time synchronizes the pace of production with the pace of sales. Producing at takt time is achieved through means such as rapid machine set-ups/changeover, just in time flow and scalable capacity strategies.

In the current dynamic business context, leanness assessment has undergone, and is still undergoing, a process of continuous and never-ending evolution [2]. The assessment of leanness impact was usually related to performance metrics that focus on system productivity, cycle and/or lead times and quality improvements. Although previous metrics have direct and indirect impact on the
system cost efficiency, more attention needs to be paid to the assessment of lean tools implementation and their associated costs and dynamic effects.

This paper proposes a dynamic systems approach to investigate the challenges of implementing production leveling, as one of the main lean principles, and assessing its associated costs and dynamic effects. After reviewing the related work on lean dynamic analysis and lean cost assessments, a dynamic model for a lean cell is presented. The model captures various lean tools for production leveling and their cost implications. A numerical analysis for stochastic demand with multiple products is conducted and insights concerning production leveling implementation and feasible implementation policies are presented.

2. Literature review

Extensive review about lean manufacturing definitions, their development and related research work can be found in [3–6]. In this section, particular focus is placed on related body of work which explores lean implementation dynamic modeling and analysis combined with lean implementation costing approaches.

Various research works focused on the general implementation of lean systems from dynamic perspective. Amin and Karim [7] proposed a time-based mathematical model for evaluating the perceived value of lean strategies to manufacturing waste reduction and a step-by-step methodology for selecting appropriate lean strategies to improve the manufacturing performance within their resource constraints. Cheah et al. [8] developed a hierarchal approach to study challenges and dynamics of implementing lean policies using interpretive structural method. They showed that some lean policies have higher risk of failure than others depending in the various system dynamics. Kodua et al. [9] investigated the dynamics of process design in lean systems implementation using a dynamic value stream mapping approach. They focused on how to change organizations decisions in accordance to product realization requirements using a dynamic modeling approach. Black [10] presented a group of qualitative and quantitative dynamic rules to implement lean manufacturing. The approach focused on how to make current mass production industrial operation leaner. Black presented nine different design rules to achieve such transformation. Cochran et al. [11] applied axiomatic design principles to design lean manufacturing systems with focus on line segmentation. They showed that integrating axiomatic design rules with lean management improved the design and performance of manufacturing systems. Detty and Yingling [12] demonstrated the use of discrete event simulation as a tool to assist organizations with the decision to implement lean manufacturing by quantifying the operational benefits achieved from applying lean principles. Other simulation studies were also conducted to investigate the impact of Just in Time (JIT) and Pull lean principles on improving manufacturing system operational performance [13,14]. Lian and Van Landeghem [15] combined simulation and value stream mapping together with existing data bases of production to develop a tool for assessing lean implementation. They introduced a model generator to compare the current and the future system, before and after lean implementation, based on improving the value stream. The comparison allows managers to make better decisions on when, where and how to implement lean manufacturing from a value perspective. Discrete event simulation to examine impact of implementing both Lean and Green policies on overall system performance was used in [16]. They presented a case study which showed that when Lean and Green techniques are well tailored to the system using simulation, optimal system performance can result.

Specific implementation of production leveling (Heijunka) includes the early work of [17] who suggested a simple algorithm for Heijunka scheduling that has been used in practice. De Smet and Gelders [18] noted that implementation of Heijunka was only possible in situations where few schedule disturbances existed meaning that demand was relatively stable and predictable. The trade-off between Heijunka and system’s responsiveness was also demonstrated by Ref. [19]. Using an automotive case study, Ref. [20] demonstrated the need to balance between Heijunka and the Just In Sequence approach if the customer requirements are dynamic in nature. Deif [21] suggested a dynamic capacity scalability mechanism that incorporates the accumulated backlog and WIP levels to better manage the trade-off between Heijunka and responsiveness.

Lean implementation costing analysis was reported for example by Ref. [22] who developed a dynamic cost of quality decision support system for lean systems. The system was used to guide management to establish a lean manufacturing oriented quality policy and control the incorporated costs effectively. Lopez and Arbos [23] provided evidence of possible mistakes of current transaction-based cost accounting techniques in lean systems and proposed value stream costing (VSC) based on the known VSM as a better approach for lean manufacturing costing. Same result were given by Meade et al. [24] who proved using simulation that classical accounting costing can hide improvements gained by lean implementation. Modarress et al. [25] presented a case study describing a method used to implement kaizen costing and provided incremental cost reduction activities to support lean production implementation. Unlike traditional systems which consider the accumulation of costs or time but not both, [26] used cost-time profile (CTP) as a tool to estimate cost-time investments (CTI) in an organization and measure its lean level. By focusing on cost and time, the proposed tool evaluated the impact of implementing lean tools and techniques on the manufacturing system performance.

Analysis of the previous research work reveals that dynamic analysis of lean implementation focused more on policies and decisions that would enhance the system design and/or the operational performance with less attention paid to the cost implications associated with these policies and decisions. This was demonstrated in the case of production leveling (Heijunka) implementation where most of the work focused on the trade-off between system’s leveling and responsiveness. Finally, few research articles on lean costing were concerned mainly with exploring the optimal costing approach for lean implementation assessment.

The work presented in this paper responds to the need for dynamic analysis of lean implementation costing, especially Heijunka policies. A system dynamics model that incorporates both Heijunka techniques as well as its associated costs is presented along with analysis of lean implementation costing.

3. Modeling production leveling in a lean cell

The system dynamics model for a lean manufacturing cell by Deif [21] is adopted and modified to incorporate production leveling mechanisms as well as their associated lean costs. The new model is shown in Fig. 1. The displayed system is composed of a demand component that captures the stochastic nature of the demand and translates it to takt time and pull rate. The production component is modeled as a lean cell with three production centers or stations. The production is controlled by a pull rate which is a function of takt time and is affected by the availability of materials via the JIT mechanism. The production leveling is maintained through a sequencing policy which impacts the change-over time and also through a scalable capacity component. The backlog of the developed cell is monitored as well as the accumulated WIP and both account for what is called the “Producer Cost”. In addition, the cost of implementing each of the adopted lean tools (SMED,
JIT, TPM and scalable capacity) is incorporated for different policies using activity based costing (ABC) methodology. Each of these system components and their interactions are discussed in detail in this section.

3.1. Model notations

\( B(t) \) = the backlog level at time \( t \).
\( WIP_i(t) \) = the WIP level at time \( t \) at station \( i \).
\( IPR(t) \) = the input production rate.
\( PR(t) \) = the pull rate.
\( PSR(t) \) = the production start rate at time \( t \).
\( AD(t) \) = the average demand at time \( t \).
\( CT \) = the correlation time. It captures the degree of inertia in the noise process.
\( SD \) = the standard deviation for the normal demand distribution.
\( DT \) = the time step.
\( Seed \) = the seed for randomly generated variates of the stochastic demand data.
\( Avab. \) = the system availability.
\( IO(t) \) = the incoming orders at time \( t \).
\( OO(t) \) = the outgoing orders at time \( t \). It is the rate of physical product leaving the cell.
\( TWIP(t) \) = the total WIP of the system at time \( t \).
\( HFO(t) \) = the hourly filled orders at time \( t \).
\( AT \) = the manufacturing available time.
\( TT \) = the takt time. It is the time that set the production pace.
\( \%RC(t) \) = the percentage of the required capacity to be scaled at time \( t \).
\( SDT \) = the scalability delay time. Time require to scale the capacity.
\( SST \) = the standard shift time.
\( C_b(t) \) = cost of backlog (late penalty and loss of good will) at time \( t \).
\( C_w(t) \) = cost of managing accumulated WIP at time \( t \).
\( C_p(t) \) = cost of production leveling (volume and mix) at time \( t \).
\( C_{tpm}(t) \) = cost of total production maintenance at time \( t \).
\( C_{JIT}(t) \) = cost of JIT implementation at time \( t \).
\( C_{WIP}(t) \) = cost of WIP management at time \( t \).
\( C_{BLG}(t) \) = cost of backlog penalty at time \( t \).
\( C_{Total}(t) \) = total cost of production leveling at time \( t \).
\( ACPR \) = activity cost pool rate.
\( P_{BLG} \) = penalty cost for backlog.
\( P_{mix} \) = penalty cost for mix leveling delay.
\( LPC(t) \) = lean policy cost at time \( t \). Costs associated with implementing lean tools.
\( PC(t) \) = producer cost incurred due to accumulated backlog and WIP at time \( t \).
\( TC(t) \) = total cost of implementing production leveling policy at time \( t \).
\( CO \) = change-over time.
\( CO_{ed} \) = standard time for each change-over.
\( RMJIT \) = raw material JIT efficiency.
\( SAJIT \) = sub-assembly JIT efficiency.
\( TPM \) = total productive maintenance efficiency.
\( MLS \) = mix leveling sequence.

3.2. Dynamics of lean manufacturing cell with production leveling

3.2.1. Stochastic market demand

The market demand is modeled as a stochastic parameter with dependent distribution or pink noise as referred to in the system dynamics literature [27]. In order to have a better abstraction of demand uncertainty it is necessary to model demand forecast as a process with memory in which the next value of demand is not dependent of the last but rather on the history of previous
forecasts or pink noise. Pink noise, which is different from white noise, assumes that the variation of the demand is related to all previous demand data in a proportional logarithmic relation. The demand in this model is assumed to have a continuous cumulative normal distribution function. Huh et al. [28] state that demand should have a continuous distribution because demand is inherently continuous. Eq. (1) formulates the demand as white noise with a normal distribution.

$$\text{White Noise}(t) = AD(t) + \left[ SD^2 \cdot \frac{(2 - (DT/CT))}{(DT/CT)} \right]^{0.5} \cdot \text{Normal}(0, 1, \text{Seed})$$  

Eqs. (2) and (3) display the values for the demand pink noise and the change in demand pink noise, respectively

$$\text{Pink Noise}(t) = \text{Change in Pink Noise} - \text{Pink Noise}_0$$  

$$\frac{\text{Change in Pink Noise}}{\text{CT}} = \text{White Noise}(t)$$  

The demand rate (DR) is calculated by dividing the change in pink noise by the manufacturing unit time as in Eq. (4):

$$\text{DR}(t) = \frac{\text{Change in Pink Noise}}{\text{Unit time}}$$  

3.2.2. Takt time and volume-mix production leveling

Takt time (TT) is how often the manufacturer should produce one part based on the rate of sales to meet customer requirement. Takt time is calculated by dividing the customer daily demand into the available working time per day. Takt time is calculated as shown in Eq. (5):

$$\text{TT} = \frac{\text{AT}}{\text{DR}(t)}$$  

The available time is traditionally equal to the standard shift time of the factory multiplied by the number of shifts. However, in this model the lean cell is augmented with dynamic capacity scaling mechanism as explained in the next paragraph. Thus, the available time is calculated as function of the standard shift time plus additional hours based on scaled capacity if needed. This extra available time is introduced to the modeled lean cell to maintain production-volume leveling. Practical examples for such dynamic capacity scaling can be through adding partial or full working shifts or a machine to the cell. Furthermore, the production-mix leveling is introduced through a mix policy dictated by the customer. The mix policy is reflected in the model through changeover time (CO). The changeover time is calculated based on the number of changeovers multiplied by the changeover standard time (the time required to switch from one product to the other) as expressed in Eq. (6). For example, if the system is required to produce two products (A and B) each for 20 parts per month, then a mix leveling policy of producing 20 parts of A then 20 parts of B will have the number of changeovers equals 2 (one at the end of each batch) while the mix leveling policy of producing 10 A then 10 B and then 10 A and 10 B will have the number of changeovers is 4. The time for changeover is subtracted from the available time which is thus calculated is shown in Eq. (7):

$$\text{CO} = \text{Production Leveling Policy} \cdot \text{CO}_\text{std}$$  

$$\text{AT} = \text{SST}(1 + \%\text{RC}) - \text{CO}$$  

3.2.3. Dynamic capacity modeling

The use of dynamic capacity techniques is more common with today's new manufacturing paradigms of changeable, reconfigurable and flexible systems [29,30]. However, dynamic scalability policies are more challenging. In other words, if scaling capacity is feasible, how can the best magnitude of capacity change be determined? In this paper a hybrid scaling policy is adopted from [21]. The hybrid policy considers the demand rate, the current system’s work in progress (WIP) level and the system’s backlog when deciding on the capacity scaling value. The capacity scaling value aims at maintaining leveled production volume. This integrated policy is believed to improve the system overall responsiveness as it accounts for external as well as internal uncertainties. The required capacity based on the hybrid policy is shown in Eq. (8). It is important to note that a scaling delay time is modeled since practically speaking; instantaneous capacity scaling is not feasible in the manufacturing context.

$$\%\text{RC}(t) = \left[ \frac{\text{TWIP}(t) + \text{Backlog}(t)}{\text{SDT}} \right] / \text{DR}$$  

3.2.4. Production control

The WIP level at each station in the lean cell shown in Fig. 1 is determined by the difference between the production rate of the current station and the production rate of the next one (Eq. (9)).

$$\text{WIP}_i(t) = \text{PRS}_i(t) - \text{PRS}_{i+1}(t)$$  

To demonstrate the pull dynamics of the modeled lean manufacturing cell, the production rate is set to be equal to a pull rate calculated based on takt time. Therefore, the pull rate at each manufacturing stage is also determined based on machine availability of each stage as well as the readiness of materials and sub-assemblies required for each stage. In order to illustrate the role of lean tools in maintaining successful production leveling policies, the availability of machines can be increased by applying total productive maintenance (TPM) which is referred to in this model as TPM efficiency. Furthermore, the readiness of materials and sub-assemblies can increase by applying JIT techniques (like kanban cards and supermarkets) which are referred to in this model as JIT efficiency. Both types of efficiency increase the production rate, which in turn can better level the production. The availability of each stage is stochastically modeled as a random uniform distribution. The previous production dynamics are shown in Eqs. (10)–(12).

$$\text{PR}(t) = \left( \frac{\text{TT}}{\text{Unit Time}} \right) \cdot \text{Takt Unit}$$  

Note that unit time and takt units are parameters with value of one and are used to keep dimensional (units) balance. Also in Eq. (11), the input production rate is equal to the pull rate and no over-capacity is considered as this reflects the traditional practice of lean pull systems.

$$\text{IPR}(t) = \text{PR}(t) \cdot \text{JIT}_{\text{eff}}$$  

$$\text{PRS}_i(t) = \text{PR}(t) \cdot \text{JIT}_{\text{eff}} \cdot \text{Avab}_i \cdot \text{TPM}_{\text{eff}}$$  

3.2.5. Backlog calculation

The backlog level is calculated as the difference between the input order rate, which is assumed to be exactly equal to the hourly demand rate as expressed in Eq. (4) and outgoing order rate. The outgoing order rate is a function in hourly filled orders based on both the production rate of the lean cell which is controlled by the last station’s rate and the available time. Backlog calculations are expressed in Eqs. (13)–(16).

$$\text{B}(t) = \text{OO}(t) - \text{IO}(t)$$  

$$\text{IO}(t) = \text{DR}(t)$$  

$$\text{OO}(t) = \text{HFO}(t)$$  

$$\text{HFO}(t) = \text{PRS}_3(t) \cdot \text{AT}$$
3.3. Production leveling implementation cost

Studying the feasibility of applying production leveling lean policies requires calculation of two types of cost. The first is the cost associated with lean tools used to assist in successful implementation of production leveling – in this paper they are referred to as lean policy cost. The second is the cost incurred due to managing the accumulated WIP and cost due to backlog referred to as producer cost. The cost structure used to calculate the production leveling cost is similar to the concept of Activity-Based Cost (ABC) introduced by [31]. Activity-Based Costing is considered by many researchers to be more suitable for lean costing than the traditional transaction-based costing systems [22,32,33]. Activity-Based Costing estimates the product/service cost by assigning cost to the activities involved in their creation process. These activities can be distributed among elements of the proposed model: (1) produced units as is the case for JIT and TPM, (2) batch as is the case for SMED, (3) process as is the case for scaled capacity, and facility-level homogenous cost pools. In managerial accounting; activity cost pool is a set of costs incurred when certain operations are performed within the organization. By accounting for all costs incurred in a specific activity within a pool, it becomes simpler to assign those costs to products and obtain an accurate estimate of production costs. Activity cost pool is an aggregate of all the costs required to perform a lean production task. The detailed calculation of each of the considered activity cost pooling rate is not considered in this research as the impact of various lean policies on production leveling implementation feasibility is the main focus.

3.3.1. Lean policy cost

The first cost is the cost associated with implementation of JIT activity. The objective of implementing JIT in this model is to contribute to effective production leveling by ensuring that the required raw materials and subassemblies upstream and through production stages are available when needed and as needed. In order for JIT mechanisms to succeed in achieving their objective and to speed up the pull rate in the system, efforts should be made to reduce variability in the system, maintain high level of synchronization with suppliers, dedicate resources for pull/kanban system and finally perform flexible cross training. The cost of these activities is distributed over the produced units through the JIT cost pool rate as shown in Eq. (17).

\[ C_{\text{JIT}}(t) = (\text{RMJIT eff} \times \text{ACPR}_{\text{RMJIT}} + n(\text{SAJIT eff} \times \text{ACPR}_{\text{SAJIT}})) \times \text{OO}(t), \]

where \( n \) : no. of stages

The second cost considered to maintain successful leveling implementation is the cost of applying TPM to increase machines’ availability. Increasing the availability of the production stages will enhance pull rate and contributes to efficient JIT implementation. TPM cost usually reflects the effort and resources dedicated for maintenance, training and associated tools. TPM cost is distributed over produced units through the TPM cost pool rate as shown in Eq. (18).

\[ C_{\text{TPM}}(t) = \text{TPM eff} \times \text{ACPR}_{\text{TPM}} \times \text{OO}(t) \]

The final cost considered in this category is the cost incurred for volume and mix leveling. A dynamic capacity approach is used to maintain volume levels by scaling up available production time as mentioned earlier. The cost of such scaling captures the required effort, time delays as well as the used resources secured such as extra shifts or machines. In this model the capacity scaling cost is distributed over process cost pool rate for each required scaling unit. Product mix leveling is achieved through a policy based on customer’s definition of delivery sequence. Better responsiveness in manufacturing requires smaller batch sizes of the multiple produced products; however, this comes with associated additional cost. The cost for mix leveling is a function of the number of setups required to maintain the required mix leveling sequence. An activity cost pool rate is used at the batch level to account for the time, effort and resources required for the changeover activities of the selected sequencing. The total cost for both volume and mix leveling is shown in Eq. (19).

\[ C_{\text{PL}}(t) = \%\text{RC}(t) \times \text{ACPR}_{\text{Cap}} + \text{MLS} \times \text{ACPR}_{\text{mix}} \]  

(19)

The overall lean policy cost is simply the summation of the previous three lean implementation costs as shown in Eq. (20).

\[ \text{LPC}(t) = C_{\text{JIT}} + C_{\text{TPM}} + C_{\text{PL}} \]  

(20)

3.3.2. Producer cost

The producer cost in this model refers to the cost of accumulated WIP and backlog orders. The WIP cost is mainly due to the time and effort required to manage and reduce WIP such as extra material handling activities, temporary buffers and production re-planning. It is distributed over produced units through WIP cost pool rate as shown in Eq. (21).

\[ C_{\text{WIP}}(t) = \text{TWIP}(t) \times \text{ACPR}_{\text{WIP}} \]  

(21)

The backlog cost is a penalty paid by the system for inefficient responsiveness level (i.e. defaulting on due dates) as well as the loss of the good will of the customers. It is always challenging to quantify the later component of the backlog cost, but for simplicity in this model they are both aggregated into one cost as shown in Eq. (22).

\[ C_{\text{Big}}(t) = \text{Backlog}(t) \times P_{\text{Big}} \]  

(22)

The total producer cost is shown in Eq. (23) while the overall production leveling implementation cost is expressed in Eq. (24).

\[ \text{PC}(t) = C_{\text{WIP}}(t) + C_{\text{Big}}(t) \]  

(23)

\[ \text{TC}(t) = \text{LPC}(t) + \text{PC}(t) \]  

(24)

4. Investigating production leveling feasibility in dynamic lean cells

The feasibility of various lean policies for implementing production leveling in the proposed lean cell is investigated. A case study for a lean cell assembling consumer electronics products is adopted from Detty and Yingling [12] to demonstrate the impact of three different lean policies on the cost of production leveling implementation. Additional data about lean policies and their associated costs is introduced based on experts’ opinions in lean implementation in the consumer electronics products assembly field.

The facility is composed of six identical lean cells with only four planned for production and the other two represent capacity scalability options to increase production volume. Without losing generality and for simplicity, production dynamics of the identical cells are aggregated into one representative cell. The system is designed to produce a part family of 11 products. In this study only two products in this family are considered. The production process in each cell is carried out in three stations. Station one is dedicated for assembly and includes 12 sequential steps, station two is responsible for both inspection and testing in 4 steps and finally station three is for packing in 2 steps. Each station in the cell is supplied with parts from 2 parts storage areas and 2 satellite subassembly areas. Shipments are scheduled every two weeks. All analyses are carried out over a one month period (160 h). Data for the production system’s base case scenario is listed in Table 1. A schematic diagram for considered case study is shown in Fig. 2.
A lean policy in this paper refers to a group of lean tools implemented to attain production leveling. Each lean policy has an expected improvement level in some system's aspects based on the degree to which each tool is implemented. The three lean policies considered for implementation in this study are “best lean policy” which represents the maximum improvements level the considered system can reach, “average lean policy” representing an average improvements level and finally “no lean policy” where the system is performing in its current state without any improvements. Table 2 displays the detailed improvements due to implementing each policy and the associated activity cost pool rate (ACPR) costs of implementing each lean tool within that policy.

### Table 1
Input for base case scenario data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stochastic demand rate (mean and standard deviation)</td>
<td>60 parts/h, 12 parts/h (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of parts</td>
<td>2 parts (30 parts/h each)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard shift time</td>
<td>8 h/day, 40 h/week, 160 h/month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 1 availability</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 2 availability</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 3 availability</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling delay time</td>
<td>1 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change over time</td>
<td>0.2 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backlog penalty</td>
<td>$0.05/part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix delay penalty</td>
<td>$0.01/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIP management cost</td>
<td>$0.01/part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity scaling cost (ACPR&lt;sub&gt;cp&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>$ 5/h for capacity percent increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product selling price</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2
Lean policies data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lean policy</th>
<th>Lean tools impact</th>
<th>ACPR ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMED</td>
<td>TPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best lean</td>
<td>10% reduction in change over time</td>
<td>10% improvement in availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average lean</td>
<td>5% reduction in c/o time</td>
<td>5% improvement in availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No lean</td>
<td>No reduction in c/o time</td>
<td>No improvement in availability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.1. Impact of capacity scaling cost on feasibility of volume production leveling implementation

The first scenario is concerned with the impact of capacity scaling cost on the total cost for lean production leveling implementation. The capacity scalability is an instrumental mechanism in maintaining production volume levels. In this case study, capacity scaling is achieved by utilizing the shut down production cells or adding extra shifts which increases available time and thus reduces take time and increases productivity. Fig. 3 displays the overall total cost of the three considered lean policies at various capacity scalability costs. The scaling activities cost are pooled into the ACPR<sub>cp</sub> which for the sake of analysis will range from as low as one dollar for every extra scaling percentage to ten dollars for the cost of the same unit depending on the different hourly rates in different shifts as well as the complexity of scaling and ramp up activities of the shut down cells. Analysis of the results reveals the following observations:

- For the three considered capacity scalability costs, there is a point during production time where the cost performance is switched between no lean and best lean policies while average lean policy prevails for very short time. This point is referred to as cost reversal point (CRP).
- CRP location on the production time axis is sensitive to the cost of capacity scalability. Practically, since the production time in this analysis reflects the production volume, thus depending on the scaling cost and the location of CRP, the planners can decide on the best batch size within each lean policy.
- In general, for short production periods and with the considered production settings, the no lean policy is more cost effective, while as production periods increase, the best lean policy becomes less costly to use. Among the reasons for such a dynamic behavior is the positive impact of production leveling on WIP and backlog reduction that cannot be manifested in short production runs.
- If capacity scaling can be kept at low level, then some lean policies from the considered cost perspectives are not clearly justified. However, since practically capacity scaling and thus production leveling usually come at considerable cost, lean policies are clearly important to reduce such cost.

### 4.2. Impact of capacity scaling limit on volume production leveling implementation cost

After exploring the impact of capacity scaling cost on production leveling feasibility, the impact of capacity scaling limit is investigated. Fig. 4 displays the overall total cost of implementing the three considered lean policies at various capacity scalability limits. The first limit is for the case where the two shut down cells are considered available and thus scaling the capacity up by 50%. The second
Fig. 3. Lean implementation cost at different scaling costs: (a) ACPRcap = $10/capacity % increase; (b) ACPRcap = $5/capacity % increase; and (c) ACPRcap = $1/capacity % increase.

Fig. 4. Lean implementation cost at scaling limit of (a) 50% of available capacity, (b) 25% of available capacity, and (c) 12.5% of available capacity.
case is where only one of these two cells is used and thus scaling the capacity up by 25%. The last case is when only one of the four running cells works for an extra half shift scaling the capacity up by 12.5%.

Limitation on capacity scaling is usually due to availability of machines or workers, feasibility of system’s configuration changes or physical constraints such as space [34]. These limitations were introduced to the scaling unit in the model by choosing the minimum of required capacity percentage (3RC) and the introduced scaling limit. Analysis of the results in figure three reveals the following:

- The lowest cost in the three scaling limit scenarios is the one with the minimum scalability limit. However, this will be at the expense of quick volume leveling performance. The trade-off between cost and quick volume production leveling is well manifested in the decisions of the manufacturers concerning how much they are willing to invest in dynamic capacity scalability.

In addition, the cost performance of “average lean” policy and the “no lean” policy get closer to one another as the scalability limit decreases. The reduction of the capacity scalability reflects the system’s ability to produce at takt time. The “average lean” policy implements many other lean mechanisms than the “no lean” policy, however, from a cost perspective, the impact of the capacity scalability as a lean mechanism outweighs other mechanisms in the pursuit of achieving production volume leveling.

4.3. Impact of mix production leveling policy on production leveling implementation cost

After exploring volume production leveling feasibility for the selected lean policies, mix production leveling feasibility is investigated. In a typical lean environment, the customer defines the sequence of delivery which is reflected in the mix production leveling. Lean culture promotes mix leveling to gain multiple benefits including shorter lead times, flexibility, less defect liability, smaller inventory and shorter order-to-cash time. A natural outcome of mix production leveling is smaller batch sizes. Mix leveling is typically measured by the Heijunka metric EPEX which stands for Every Part Every x time period where x represents the delay accepted by customer. In this model, the backlog cost function (Eq. (22)) was modified to include both the backlog penalty for quantity (volume) delay and a ramp up linear penalty function for mix delay. The ramp up function reflects, in a simple form, how customer dissatisfaction due to bad mix leveling policy increases with time. Better temporal modeling for customer mix leveling dissatisfaction should be investigated in further research; however, the ramp up assumed function is sufficient for the required analysis. Eq. (25) calculates the new backlog cost:

$$C_{BLC}(t) = B_{BLC}(t) + P_{BLC} + P_{mix}(RAMP(45, 0, 160))$$  (25)

Fig. 5 compares the costs performance of the best lean policy with two delivery sequence scenarios. The desired customer delivery sequence is a batch of 1200 part/week for each of the two products. Two mix leveling policies are considered; one would produce 1200 parts/week of each part type and thus will include 4 change-over activities per month with 1 week late delivery to maintain the desired mix. The other will produce larger batches of 2400 for each product which will require 2 change-over activities per month with 2 weeks late delivery. From the figure, the mix leveling policy with 2 weeks delay has a better cost performance for the first two weeks and half (CRP at t = 100), and that performance is then reversed. This means that only for short period, given the considered costs and penalties, the leveling policy should consider larger batch sizes while from a cost perspective, smaller batch sizes are better for mix production leveling. Different cost settings will lead to different CRP, however, the trade-off decision for batch size considering cost for multiple setups versus the penalty for mismatching desired customer sequence will remain a challenge for the dynamic mix production leveling in lean systems.

To examine the impact of SMED as a fundamental lean tool, together with the other considered lean tools, in achieving mix leveling the cost performance including sequence delivery penalty of both the no lean policy and the best lean policy are compared. The comparison is carried out for the two delivery sequencing scenarios mentioned earlier and results are shown in Fig. 6. Analysis of these results reveals that the “best lean” policy outperforms the “no lean” policy in both delivery sequencing scenarios except for the first week of the production period (CRP at t = 40). This highlights the importance of investing in SMED as well as other lean tools to avoid penalties incurred for defaulting on the required sequencing delivery. This is, however, not recommended for very small lots in the considered cost settings (i.e. before CRP).

The impact of turbulent demand versus steady demand with the mix leveling policy requiring 4 changeovers on the overall cost dynamics is observed. The comparison is carried out between both best lean and no lean policies and the turbulence of the demand is adjusted through setting the standard deviation of the stochastic demand (SD) to be 50% of the required demand for turbulent demand case and 0% of the required demand for steady demand case. The results are displayed in Fig. 7 revealing the following:

- The demand turbulence increases the cost of production in both the best lean and the no lean policies scenarios. Turbulent demand increases production variability leading to more WIP and higher backlog level even with high level of lean implementation.
- The need for production leveling through lean mechanisms is well justified with turbulent demand. The cost performance difference for the no lean policy in the steady demand scenario is stable and much lower than the case for turbulent demand which is higher and has a continuous increase pattern. The ability of dynamic capacity, JIT tools and efficient SMED mechanisms to manage variation induced by demand turbulence is the main reason for that production cost reduction.

Unlike all previous analyses, the impact of different capacity scalability limits at low and high product mix leveling policies on the accumulated WIP level rather than cost will be considered next. The objective is to gain an insight into the behavior of an
important internal system aspects while considering the two production leveling approaches – these are volume leveling through capacity scalability and mix leveling through different delivery sequencing scenarios. Furthermore, the accumulated WIP level has a direct impact on the producer cost as explained earlier. Fig. 8 displays the accumulated WIP at different capacity scaling levels (expressed as percentage of the normal available capacity) for two mix leveling scenarios. The first is for a delivery sequence of batches of size 300 for each product which will include 16 changeovers per month and this scenario is referred to as high mix leveling policy.

---

**Fig. 6.** Cost performance comparison for no lean policy and best lean policy at (a) 2 weeks sequencing delay and (b) 1 week sequencing delay.

**Fig. 7.** Cost performance comparison for no lean policy and best lean policy at (a) turbulent demand and (b) steady demand.

**Fig. 8.** WIP level performance comparison for different capacity scalability levels at (a) high mix leveling policy and (b) low mix leveling policy.
The second scenario is for the batch size of 1200 which require 4 changeovers per month and referred to as low mix leveling policy. The analysis is carried out at the best lean policy settings. Investigating Fig. 7 reveals the following:

- The WIP accumulation levels in both scenarios show similar behavior at different capacity scalability levels for a certain production period (around 30% of the considered period) before they differentiate. This highlights the importance of caution with regard to the decision of how much to invest in capacity scaling relative to the planned production period (and thus the batch size). With smaller production periods, in the given settings, lower capacity scalability options will perform exactly the same as higher scaling options considering WIP level as a performance index.

- As expected, the accumulated WIP level at high mix leveling policy is higher than that at the low mix leveling one. Aligning the system with high degree of market variation reflected in mix leveling always has its negative impact on the system internal stability which requires a well-planned tradeoff between responsiveness level and internal production stability. This will also have its impact on the decision for the degree and cost of SMED and other lean tools that can decrease the time required for multiple changeover activities.

- Capacity scalability continues to show a positive effect on managing volume leveling as well as reducing the accumulated WIP level. This is shown with the decrease of the WIP level as the scaling percentage increase. It is important to note that this is also due to the capacity scalability policy adopted in this model which takes into account the required volume leveling objective as well as accumulated WIP and backlog as explained in Eq. (8).

5. Conclusions and recommendations

The main objective of the proposed work was to develop a system dynamics model as a decision support system to monitor and evaluate the cost of considered lean production leveling policies. The novelty of the proposed model is in capturing both the parts volume and parts mix production leveling policies (not only one of them) while considering cost dynamics as the main performance metric in evaluating various (not only single) lean tools implementation. The production leveling policy was integrated into the model through various lean tools including SMED, JIT, TPM, mix sequencing and scalable capacity. The costs associated with implementing these tools were captured based on activity-based costing (ABC) together with the costs incurred due to the system's accumulated backlog and WIP to account for the overall feasibility of the lean policies implementing production leveling. The main conclusions and recommendations revealed by the presented analysis of the considered case study and cost settings are summarized as follows:

- Successful production leveling should not be considered based only on its positive impact on the system's behavior. The presented dynamic cost analysis showed that such leveling comes at a cost that should be well-assessed.

- Feasible implementation of production leveling as a lean principle is closely related to cost-efficient capacity scalability. Results showed that costly production capacity scaling can render lean policies which implement production leveling (Heijunka) difficult to justify from a cost perspective. In addition, capacity scaling constraints affect the lean planner's choice of lean policies considering the required tools and the cost of implementing them in order to maintain successful production leveling.

- Lot size selection was demonstrated to be influential in choosing a feasible lean policy for production leveling implementation both in terms of products mix and products volume. The lot size choice requires a trade-off between cost and responsiveness as well as cost and flexibility. The developed system dynamics model can facilitate such decision due to its ability to capture different lean policies and their associated costs.

- Demand turbulence highlights the importance of lean production leveling policies due to the ability of lean tools to reduce the variability induced by such turbulence on the system. Lean production leveling policies were shown to be better justified in turbulent demand than in steady demand environments due to the system's improved cost performance.

- Considering the accumulated WIP level as an influential parameter in production leveling feasibility impacts the decision to adopt mix leveling policy for the market as well as the required investment in capacity scalability.

This research demonstrated that the benefits gained by implementing lean policies in manufacturing systems depend on many system and market related facets. The choice between the "best lean" and "no lean" policies for achieving production leveling does not have to be strictly binary, however; instead it can be seen as a continuum between these two extremes. An appropriate policy and implementation level should be carefully tailored for a given system and market conditions. While implementing lean manufacturing policies is desirable it should not be achieved at any cost. The presented system dynamics model provides support for decision makers and helps explore many what-if scenarios and associated costs and benefits.
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